Master Times
BLADE KAROLUS
CELEBRATES 50YRS ON
COUNCIL
Blade Karolus celebrates his 50th anniversary with
the Council of Blades today. Zor Karolus first joined
the Council when he was 32 after being appointed
to replace Zor Karolus Sr. after his death that same
year.
Karolus has remained a steadfast ally of reformers
on the Council, first pushing for the ousting of the
corrupt and short-lived People’s Blade and working
with other members to reform the city’s election
laws.
The Karolus family has been overseeing shipping
operations in Mulmaster for over 100 years and the
family personally lays claim to over half of the city’s
water infrastructure.
The Master Times Editorial Board wishes the 82
year old Blade a happy birthday and encourages
everyone to pray to Azuth for his continued health.

JUST SAY ‘NO’ TO THAT
DAMNED NECROMANCER
For months, residents of the city’s South Gate
Quarter have complained about grotesque and
often nauseating displays put on by a city resident
known only as ‘The Necromancer’.
T.N. has been blamed for the recent sightings of
walking skeletons, reanimated deceased loved ones,
and even long-buried family pets.
When confronted, T.N. refuses to identify himself
and flees from the city guard. He has so far evaded
capture.
By decree of the Blades, Necromancy is forbidden
within the city limits and has been for generations.

BEWARE! RECENT SPREE
OF CRAZED ON LOOSE
Three times in the last three weeks authorities in
the city have apprehended and put to death a
crazed individual. The crazed, all young children,
have been found mercilessly slaughtering passersby in the Docks District and in the Market Quarter.
City Guard members have said that they’ve tried to
subdue and calm the children, but nothing has
worked. Guards say that these children are
unusually strong and uncommunicative and broken
their bonds multiple times, so they’ve been forced
to behead the attackers.
Priests at the Tower of Mysteries filed a report with
the Guard arguing that the children should have
been left in their care saying, "These children
should be cured of their ails and set to pay for their
deeds by serving Azuth."

‘QUEST TIME!’ SAYS
LIGHTKEEPER
Lighthouse Keeper, Dryn Stonewatch, is looking for
help. Stonewatch says that one of the lights kept
under guard at the lighthouse has gone missing—he
blames a midnight heist. Stonewatch is looking for
anyone who can either find the missing lamp or for
a caster that can make a new one.
The missing lamp is not the primary light at the
Lighthouse, but is instead one of the backup lights
kept on hand for emergencies.
When asked why he wouldn’t just request a visit
from the Tower of Arcane Might he said, "Damn
wizards just fleece ya for all you got. I can’t afford
their fees." When asked why he’s upset with the
Mages Guild he said, " It’s a simple [spell]—just
makes light. Not worth their price."

